
Annex ļ to the Agreement on the PĪR-limited Auctions

Terms and Gonditions of
PTR{imited Auctions



1, Definitions

The capitalized terms used in these Īerms and Conditions of PĪR_limįted Auctions shall have the
following meanings:

AsĪ is AS "Augstsprieguma tĪkls", the Latvian TSo for electricity, incorporated as a
public limited company, registered in Latvia under register code 40003575567.

Auction is a Monthly Auction, a Quarterly Auction and a Yearly Auction together or
separately as the case may be,

Auction Calendar is the timetable of the Auctions, indicating the important dates of the Auctions,
such as Bidding Periods, Closing Dates, etc., made available for all the
Participants on the website of Elering located at www.elerino,ee.

Auction CapaciŲ

Auction Office

Auction Īimeframe

Bid

Bid Gapacity

Bid Prlce

Bidding Period

Bid Sheet

GapaclŲ

Gash Deposit

cEĪ

is the maximum volume of the Capacity expressed in MW for which PTRs-
limited are made avaļlable for Bidding by Auction otfice in the course of an
Auction.

is the body which performs PTRs-limited Auction seruices on behalf of Elering
and AST. Functions of the Auction Office are performed by Elering on the
basis of a bilateral agreement between Elering and ASĪ.

ļs the Month, Quarter or Year for whįch a particular Auction is being held.

is the offer of a PaĖicipant to purchase PĪRs_limited for a part of the Auction
Capacity, based on which the respective Participant shall participate in the
allocation of the PĪRs-limited. Participant is entitled to place multiple Bids at
varying Bid Prįces for one and the same Auction Timeframe, provided ürey are
įncluded in the same Bid Sheet.

is the sįze of a Bid, i.e. the volume of CapaciŲ expressed in MW with the
precision of up to 1/'10 MW (one tenth of a MW) bidden by a Participant in the
course of an Auction. Maximum volume of one Bid per Participant is 33% of
the Auction Capacity and maximurn volume for the sum of all Bids per
Participant may not exceed Auction Capacity.

is the price expressed in EUR/MW with the precision up to 1/100 (one cent)
offered by a Participant for the Bid Capacity in the course of an Auction.

is the period of time determined by Auction Office when Bids can be submitted
to participate in an Auction.

is a document prepared in the form stipulated įn Annex 2, in which the
Participant indicates its Bid(s) in accordance with these Terms.

is the electricity transmission capacity on the Estonian-Latvian interconnector
in the direction from Estonia to Latvia.

is cash deposit placed by the Participant on the bank account indicated by
Auction Office. Cash Deposit is one of the forms of the Gollateral that has to
be provided by the Participant in accordance with these Īerms.

ų

is central European Īime.
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Glosing Date

Gollateral

Elering

Elepot

Force Majeure

Guarantee

PĪR_!imiįed

Month

Monthly Auctlon

NPS

is the last date of the Bidding period of an Auction.

is Guarantee or, as an alternative, cash Deposit that must be provided by a
Participant in accordance with these Īerms in order to secure payment
obligations of the Participant under these Īerms, and to enable the Participant
to participate in the Auctions.

is AS Elering, the Estonian ĪSo for electricity, incorporated as a public limited
company, registered in Estonia under register code 11.022625.

is a day-ahead implicit auction market where electricity and transmission
capacity is traded for the delivery during the next day, operated by Nps.

is an irrevocable firshdemand bank guarantee issued in the form and
substance suitable to Auction otfice for the benefit of Auctįon office by a bank
which is registered and lįcensed in the European Economįc Area and whįch
has a long term credit rating at least of the investment grade set by an
international credit rating agency. Guarantee is one of the forms of the
collateral that has to be provided by the participant in accordance with these
Terms.

is a limited physi based
on the Capacity hich is
automatically att in MW
with the precision of up to 1/10 MW (one tenth of a MW); 1 prR-Imited

these Terms and shall not be registered in any register of securities or
financial instruments. Īhe PĪR-limited is not transferrable and may not be
pledged or encumbered in any other way.

is a calendar month, i.e. the period starting at 0O:00:0O CET of the fįrst day of
a calendar month and ending at 23:59:59 CEĪ of the last day of the same
calendar month.

is the auctioning by the Auctįon office of PTRsļimited based on the Capacity
for each hour in each day during a period of one Month.

is Nord Pool spot AS, the operator of the day-ahead and intraday electricity
market in Estonia and Latuia and in the entire Nordic/Baltic region.
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Parlicipant

ParŲ

Quarter

QuaĖerly Auction

Purchase Price

Redemption Price

Section

Terms

Year

is a company which: (1) has obtaįned the rights to trade electricity in Estonian,
Latvian and/or Lithuanian bidding areas of the Nps Elspot trading platform;
and (2) is a member on the NPS trading platform; and (3) is registered as a
Participant by Auction office in acģordance wįth these Terms.

is Auction Office and each participant separately and together.

is a period of three Months, i.e. the period starting at 00:00;00 cEĪ of the first
day of the first Month and ending at 23:59:59 cET on the tast day of the third
Month.

is the auctioning by the Auction otfice of PTRs_limįted based on the Capacity
for each hour in each day during a period of three Months.

is the price of 1 PTRļimited issued to a Participant, payable by the respective
Participant to Auction office, which shall be calculated in accordance with
Section 6.1 and 6.2.

is the amount payable by the Auction office for the redemption of 1 PĪR-
|imited issued to a Participant, Īhe Redemption Price įs equal to the price
difference between the Estonian and Latvian bidding areas of Nps at the
Elspot market in the direction EstoniažLatvįa for the respective hour of the
respective day during the respective Month, euarter or year of the respective
Auction Timeframe.

is a section or a sub-section of these Īerms.

are these Īerms and Conditions of PTR-lįmited Auctions.

is a calendar year, i.e. the period starįing at O0:O0:0o cEĪ of the fįrst day of a
calendar year and ending at 23:59:59 CET of the last day of įhe same calendar
year.

Yearly Auction is the auctioning by the Auctįon office of PĪRs_limited based on the CapaciŲ
for each hour in each day during a period of one year.

2. Nature of lssuing and Īrading with PĪRs_|imited

The issuing of and trading with the PĪRs-limited is a regional long-term electriciŅ trade risk hedging
instrument designated for the electricity market participants on tĖe Estonian-Latvian interconnector.
For the avoįdance of doubt, a PTR-limited does not grant its holder any right to utilise CapaciŲ for the
physical transfers of electriciŅ.

3. Nature of Īerms

The Īerms set forth the terms and conditions of the allocation, issue, sale and redemptįon of the
PĪRs-limited. Īhe Terms form a binding agreement between Auction office and each Participant'

4. Eligibitity to Parücipate at Auctione

4.1. Particįoants. The PĪRs-limited may be acquired at the Auctions by the Participants only. ln
order to be eligible to participate in the Auctions' a Participant must correspond to the conditįons
stated in the definition of a "Participant", including being registered with Auction Office in accordance
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with Section 4.2 of these Īerms, and must provide the Auction otfice with the Collateral according to
the terms specified under the Sections 4,64.8.

4.2. Reqistration. A Participant wishing to participate in the Auctions shall register with Auction
office by submitting to Auction offįce a duly completed registratįon form (Annex 1) signed by the
authorized representative of the Participant, The registration form must be accompanied by an extract
from the register of legal persons of the country in which the Participant is registered (except for
Participants registered in Estonia), which may be supplied in the forrn of a prinĻout from the relevant
electronic database as of the date of the signing of the registration form, proving the authoriŲ of the
signatory to the registration form to represent the Participant, lf the authority of the signatory to the
registration form to represent the Participant derįves from the power of attorney, the registration form
must be accompanied also by the copy of the respective power of attomey. By submitting the
registration form, the Participant confirms its full and unconditional acceptance of the Īerms. The
registration form shall be sent to Auction Oflice in two original copies or digitally signed in accordance
with the Estonian Digital Signature Act at least 3 business days before the first Auctįon where the
Participants ļntends to participate (place Bid(s)). Auction office shall be entįtled to request additional
information or documents from a Participant in order to verifi that the Participant complies with these
Īerms. A Participant shall be considered registered when Auction office accepts its registration by
returning one original (or digitally signed) copy of the registration form (Annex 1) signed by Auction
offįce to the Participant.

4'3. Refusal of Reoįstration. Auction office shall be entitled to refuse to register a Participant
which:

4.3.1. fails to comply with these Terms;

4.3.2, has submitted false information for its registration with Auction Office;

4.3.3. is subject to insolvency proceedings (e.9. bankruptcy, legal protection procedure or other
restructuring proceedings) initieted by a competent authority; or

4.3.4. has overdue obligations towards Auction Office (Elering and/or AST) outstanding over 30
days.

4.4. lnformation Undertakings. Each Participant registered in accordance with Section 4.2 of the
Īerms shall imrnediately (but in any case not later than within 3 business days) update the information
submįtted to Auction office in the registration form (including in the documents accompanied) referred
to in Section 4.2 should any part of the information change, turn out to be misleading or incorrect.

4'5. Termination of Registration. Auction office shall be entitled to termįnate the registration of a
Participant on the same grounds as for the refusal of registration under Section 4.3. Auction Office
shall notiŅ a Participant of the termination of its registration in accordance with Section 11.3.

4.6. Collateral and its Amount. Each Participant shall provide to Auction Office the Collateral -
either the Guarantee or the Cash Deposit, by submitting the payment order signed by the respective
bank, which certifies execution of the Cash Deposit, in the amounĮ ot 32 000 EUR (thĮrty two thousand
euro). Each Participant shall ensure that the Collateral provided to Auction Office at any time amounts
to 32 000 EUR (thirty two thousand euro). Thus, in case Auction offįce uses the Collateral in
accordance with the Īerms for settlement of the payment obligations of the Participant, which have
become due, the ParticĮpant is obliged immediately to renew the Collateral in its full amount.

4.7. Effect of the Collateral. The collateral shall be valid for a period of not leļs than 3 months after
the last date of the last Month of all Auction Timeframes, in which the Participant is participating. The
provision of the Collateral is not a pre-condition for the registration of a Participant in accordance with
Section 4'2. The provision of the Collateral įn accordance with the Terms, including įn the amount
specified in Section 4,6, however, is a pre-condįtion for participation in the Auction (for submitting Bids
for the respective Auction). The Collateral shall be submitted by the Participant at least 24 hours
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before the particular Auction. Auction office shall be ėntitled to use the Collateral to settle payment
obligations of the Participant, which have become due.

4.8' Return of the Collateral. Not later than wįthin 30 days after expiry of the validity term of the
Gollateral stipulated in Section 4.7, Auction offĪce shal| return to the Participant the Gash Deposit or its
part to the extent it is not used by Auction Office in accordance with the Terms to setfle payment
obligations of the Participant, which have become due, by transferring the Cash Deposit or its
respective part to the bank account indicated in writing by the Participant. Auction Office shall not
return to the Participant the interest income received from the bank for holding the Cash Deposit or its
part. Auction office shall not be obliged upon expiry of the validiŲ term of the Collateral stipulated in
Section 4.7 to return to the participant the Guarantee.

5. Auctions

5'1. Monthlv. Quarterlv and Yearlv Auctionq Īhe PTRs-limited shall be offered, issued and sold
by Auction office at the Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly Auctįons.

5.2, lnformation on Auctions. Auction Office shall make the information on the Auctions, such as
Auction Calendar, applicable Bidding Periods, Auction Capacities, results of Auctions, etc. available
for all the Participants at the website of Elering located at www.elerinq.ee- lnformation on each
Auctįon, except the resuļts of an Auction, is made available at least 1 business day before rhe Closing
Date. Results of each Auction are made avaįlable at the latest at 'l8;00 CEĪ on the Closing Date.
5'3. Auction Capacitv. The volume of Auction CapaciŲ open for bidding in the course of each
Auction shall be determined jointly by Elering and AST and notįfied by thį Auction office to the
Participants įn accordance with Section 5'2' taking into account transmission network typology,
technical availabiliŲ of the transmission network (such as repair and maintenance plans of the
transmission network, other technical constraints etc.), balance between demand for the PĪRJimited
instrument in the market and financial risks of AST and Elering, as well as the requirement for granting
firmness of auctioned Capacities attributable to issued PĪRs]imited (Section .l0).

Īhe volume of Auction Capacity for the Year 2O15 is as follows:

1) Yearty Auction: 200 MW;

2) Quarterly Auctions: euarter 1 and 4: 100 MW; euarter 2 and 3: 65 Mw;

3) Monthly Auctions: in the range from 0 to 150 MW,

5'4. Contents and Form of a Bid. Bįds must be submitted to Auction office during the Bidding
Period in the form attached to these Īerms as Annex 2 (Bid Sheet) and must contain1he followinģ
įnformation, which must be presented in an unambiguous manner:

5.4.1. nameį registration code, regĮstered address of the Participant;

5.4.2. EIC-code of the participant;

5.4.3' name and contact details (telephone and Īax numbers, e-mail address) of an authorised
represenlative of the Participant;

5.4.4. Auction where the Bid is submitted (Monthly, Quarterly or Yėarly Auction, reference to the
respective Month, Quarter or year);

5.4.5. Bid Capacity;

5.4.6. Bid Price.

5'5' Delįvery of Bids. Īhe Bids must be submitted to Auction offļce in a password protected
encrypted Bid Sheet in excel format to the e-mail address exolicit@elerino'ee by 12:0O (CEĪ) of the
Closing Date at the latest. Īhe password for opening the Bid Sheet must be sent to Auction offįce to
the e_mail address explįcit(oeler|nq.ee after 12:O0 (CEĪ) but before 13:00 (CET) of įhe Closing Date'
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5.6. Confirmation of Receiot. Auction Office shall endeavour to inform the respective Participant
of the receipt of the Bid Sheet as soon as practically possible by replying to the e-mail detivering the
Bid Sheet in accordance with Section 5 5. The lack of such response shatt not affect the validity of the
Bid(s).

5,7. Validitv of a Bjd, A Bid is considered valid and binding on the respective Participant and
Auction office only if the Bid complies with these Īerms in all relevant aspects. Auction office shall be
entitled to consider a Bid invalid lt (inter alia):

5.7.1' the Participant submitting the Bįd is not eligible to participatė at the Auction in accordance
with Section 4;

5.7,2. the Bid Sheet is not submitted in the form set forth in Section 5.4 and 5.5;

5.7.3. the Bid Sheet does not contaįn the information referred to in Section 5,4;

5.7 -4. the Bid is not submitted in accordance with the terms set forįh in Section 5"5;

5.7.5. the Bid Sheet has been received by Auction Office after 12:00 (CET) on the Ctosing Date;

5,7,6. Auction Office has not received the password for opening the Bid Sheet by 13:OO (CET) on
the Closing Date;

5.ī '7. the multiple Bļd Sheets have been received simultaneously by Auction office;

5.7.8. the Participant has breached these Terms in any other way.

Auction offĪce shall inform the respective Participant of the invalįdity of the Bid as soon as practically
possible but in any case within the respective Closing Date by sending a notice to the e-maįl address
įndįcated įn the Bid Sheet.

5.8. Amendments to a Bid, Participants shall be entitled to amend their Bids until 12:00 (CET) of
the Closing Date at the latest. An amended Bid must be submitted to Auction Office in accordance
with Section 5.5 on new Bid Sheet with higher versįon number. An amended Bid shall be in the same
form and shall be subject to the same rules as the original Bid and shall replace any earlier Bid in full.
lf a Participant sends multiple Bįd Sheets, Auction office shall only take into account the latest of such
Bid Sheets. lf the multiple Bids Sheets have been received simultaneously by Auction Office, they
shall be consldered invalid. For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of Section 5.7 shail appty to the
amended Bid in the same manner as to the original Bid.

5.9. Withdrawal of a Bid. Participants shall be entitled to wįthdraw their Bids until 12:00 (CET) of
the closįng Date at the latest. The respective notice must be submitted to Auction office in
accordance with Section 5.5 with a elear reference to the withdrawal of the Bid in the subject line of
the respective e-meil and also in the withdrawal document of the Bid Sheet itself.

5.'l0. Multiole Bįd Sheets. Each later Bid Sheet replaces the earlier and multiple Bid Sheets are
not permitted. If the mulüple Bid Sheets have been sent simultaneously, they shall be considered
invalid. However, a Participant shall be entitled to place Bids for different Auction Timeframes in the
same Bid Sheet. A Participant shall also be entitled to place Bids for multiple Bid Capacities at varying
Bid Prices, provided these are included įn the same Bid Sheet. ln such case, each such combination
of Bid Capacity and Bid Price shall be treated as a separate Bid for the purposes of the allocation of
the PTRs-limited, and the final allocation of the PTRsJįmited to a Parlicipant shall take all such Bids
into account (for example, the allocation of PĪRs-limited to "Participant B" in the illustrative table under
Section 6.1.2.5. shall be 100 MW, which is a sum of two different Bids placed by that Participant).

6. A!|ocaįlon/lssue of PĪRsJimited

6.1' Allocation of PTRs-limited. Īhe allocation of the PĪRs_limited shall be done by Auction
office. ln the allocatįon of the PTRs-limited, Auction office shall consįder only such Bids whįch are



valid įn accordance with Section 5,7. Īhe allocation shall be done as follows and in the following
seguence:

6.1.1, if the sum of the Bid Capacities does not exceed the Auction CapaciŲ' all the Participants
shall be allocated PTRs-limited according to their Bids; the Purchase Price for all Participants shail
then equal the price of the lowest Bid Price.

6'1.2' if the sum of the Bid Capacities in all Bids exceeds įhe Auction Capacity, the PTRs-limited
shall be allocated to the Participants who submitted a Bid in accordance with the following procedure:

6.'1.2.1. all Bids are ranked so that the Bid with the highest Bid Price gets the first ranking and the Bid
with įhe lowest Bid Price gets the last ranking. For example, for an Aucįion wįth the total Auction
Capacity of 200 MW:

6.1.2.2' the Bid Capacities of the respective Participants are added to the rankings. For example:

6.1.2.3. the Purchase Price is the Bid Priceof the Bid of the Participantwhose Bid, considering the
rankings, results in exceeding the Auction CapaciŲ. For example:

Ranklng PaJtiģip8nt Bid Price of
Parįlcapant (EUR ļ

uuvh)

Bid capaclŲ (MŲ įļüIiaed Aucüon
CaprclŲ (illVll, max

200 Mw)
I Partįcipant A 50 60 60
2. Participant B 2',1 60 120
3. Participant C 20 60 180
4. Parücipant B 20 60 240
5. Participant D 10 65 305

6.1.2.4, all the Participants whose Bid Price was higher than the Purchase Price and whose Bids
ranked before the Bid determining įhe Purchase Price are allocated PTRs_limited according to their
Bid Capacities and for the Purchase price;

6,1'2'5. the Participent whose Bįd determined the Purchase Price is allocated the remainįng PĪRs-
limited, unless there were more than one Bids at the Bid Price equal to the Purchase price, in which
case the remaining PĪRs-limited are divided between such Participants proportionally to their Bid
Capacities. For example:
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Ranklng PaĖicipant Bid Price of PaĖlcipant (EUR/MWh)
1 Participant A 50
2. Participant B 21

3. Participant C 20
4. Participant B 20
5. Participant D 10

Ranking PaĖicipant Bid Prlce of Partlclpant
(EURrffirh)

Bid CapaciŲ (MW)

1 Participant A 50 60
2. Participant B 21 60
3. Participant C 20 60
4 Pailicipant B 20 60
5. PaĪlicipant D 10 65
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Ranklng Paücipant Bld Price of
PaĖlclpant

(EUR 
' 
MWh)

Bid CapaciŲ
(Mvų

Utiliged
Auction

CapaclŲ (MW,
max 200 MŲ

PĪR-llmlįed
a||ocation in įlW

1 Participant A 50 60

21ļ
Pu.ņhrr3

Prlco 60
20 60

60 60
2 Participanį B 120 60
3. Participant C 180 40
4. Participant B 20 00 240 40
5. Participant D 10 65 305 0

6'1,2.6. the Participants Whose Bįd Price Was lower than the Purchase Price are allocated no PĪRs-
limited.

6.2. lssue of PTRs-limįted, once the allocation of the PĪRs-limįted has been done by Auction
office įn accordance with Section 6, Auction office shall issue each Participant PĪRs_limited
according to the number of days and hours in the respective Auction Īimeframe. For example, the
total Purchase Price of aļl PĪRsiimited issued to Participant A in the table in Section 6,1.2.5 is
calculated as follows (in the case of a Monthly Auctįon for January): 60 MW x 20 EUR x 24 hours x 31
days = 892'800 EUR. The rights and obligataons arisįng from a PĪR_limited are created as of the
Closing Date of the respective Auction.

6.3, Term of Allocation/lssue of PTRs-llmited. Auctįon office shall do the allocation/issue of the
PĪRsJimited in accordance wįth Section 6 by 'l7:O0 CEĪ at the Closįng Date at the latest.

6.4. Notification of Results. Auction Office shall inform all the Participants of the results of the
allocation/issue of the PĪRs-limited not later than at 'l8:00 CEĪ on the Closing Date by e_mail, using
the contact details of the authorised representative of the Participant provided by that ParticĪpant in the
Bid' Īhe notįce must contain the following information, whįch must be presented in unambiguous
manner:

6,4.1. the Auction Timeframe (respective Month, euarter or year);

6'4'2. the number of PĪRs-limited issued to the respective Parlicipant;

6.4.3. the Purchase price (per one pTR-limited and total).

6.5. Pavment Undertaking. Upon the issue of the PĪRs-limited to a Participant, such Participant
shall be under obligation to pay Auction offįce the Purchase Price of its PĪRs_lįmįted, which shall be
calculated in accordance wįth Section 6.2. The payment of the Purchase Prįce shall be settled in
accordance with Section B.

6,6. Disoutino Results of Allocation/lssue. Each Participant who participated at the respective
Auction shall be entitled to dispute the results of the allocation/issue of the PĪRs-limited by submitting
its moįivated claim by 23:59 CET at the first business day following the Closing Date to the e-mail
address expļicit@elerino ee. The results of the allocation/issue of the PĪRs-limįted may be disputed
only on the grounds of (i)breach of the allocation/issue procedure in Sections 6.1 and 6.2; and (ii)
calculation errors. Disputing the results on any other grounds is explicitly excluded. Auction offįce
shall review the claim submitted in accordance with this Section within the first business day following
the day when the claim was received by Auction office and shall įnform the affected Participant(s) of
its decision by 23:59 CET of the day of the review of the claįm at the latest. lf, as a result of the claim,
Auction office decides to alter the results of the allocation/issue, iį shall notify all Participants of the
respective Auction. lf the results of the allocation/issue are altered by Auction Office as a result of a
claim submitted by a Participant in accordance with this Section, allother Participants shall be entifled
to dispute the new (altered) results of the allocation/issue within the first business day following the
day when the new (altered) resu|ts Were announced įn accordance with this Section. After the lapse of
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the term for disputing the results of the allocation/issue in accordance with this Section, such results
shall be considered final and binding in respect of all the participants,

ī, Redemption of PTRs-limlted

7'1' Redemption Undertakino. Auction office shall redeem the issued PĪRs-limiįed for the
Redemption Price in accordance with these Īerms. The redemption obligation shall be consįdered to
be automatically attributed to each issued PTR-limited and the auctioned Capacity attributable to the
issued PTRs-limįted automatically transferred to Elering and AST upon issue of each PTR-limited to
the Participant.

7.2' lnformation Undertakino. Auction Office shall inform each Participant of the redemption of
the PTRs-limited held by such Participant not later than within 5 business days after the end of each
Month of each Auction Timeframe regarding that Month by e-mail, using the contact details of the duly
authorised representative of the Participant provided by the Participant in the Bid. Īhe notlce must
contain the following information, which must be presented in unambiguous manner:

7.2'1. the Auction Īimeframe (respective Month, Quarter or Year);

7.2.2. the number of issued PTRs-limited subject to redemption;

7 '2.3' the Redemption Price of the PĪRs_limiįed (per one PTR_limited and total).

7 '3, Payment Undertaking, Auction Office shall be under obligation to pay the respective
Participant the Redemption Price of its PĪRs-limited. The payment of the Redemption Price shall be
settled in accordance with Section B.

7'4. Disputino Redemotion. Each Participant whose PĪRs_lįmited were tedeemed shall be
entitled to dispute the terms of redemption by submitting its motivated claim by 23:59 CEĪ at the first
business day following the day when the informatįon regarding the redemption was sent by the
Auction office as stipulated in Section 7.2 to the e-mail address exolicit@eļerino.ee' Īhe terms of
redemption may be disputed only on the grounds of errors in the calculation of the Redemptįon Price'
Disputing the terms of redemption on any other grounds is explicitly excluded. Auction Office shall
review the claim submitted in accordance with this Section within the first business day following the
day when the claim was received by Auction Office and shall inform the respective participant of its
decision by 23:59 CET of the day of the review of the claim at the letest. After the lapse of the term for
disputing the terms of redemption įn accordance with this Section the terms of redemption shall be
considered final and binding in respect of all the participants.

8. Settlement and Accounting

8.1. . tn the
result of an Auctįon, the Parties shall have mutual claims arising in connection with the įssued PTRs-
limited in accordance with these Īerms: a Participant shall be obliged to pay the Purchase Prįce to
Auction office regarding each PĪR-limited issued to the respective Participant, and Auctįon office
shall be obliged to pay the Redemption Price to a Participant regarding each PTR-limited issued to the
respective Participant. Such mutual claims shall be settled by the way of set-off of claims:

8,'1.1 , Auction Otfice shall pay to the Participant the difference between the Purchase Price and the
Redemption Price, if the Redemption Price is higher than the Purchase Price; or

8.1.2- The Participant shall pey to the Auctįon office the difference between the Redemption Price
and the Purchase Price, if the Purchase Price is higher than the Redemption Price; or

8.1.3. The Participant shall pay to the Auction Office the whole Purchase Price, if the Redemption
Price is 0 EUR (zero euros); or

8.1'4. None of the Pailies shall pay to each other, if the Redemption Price and the Purchase Prįce is
equal.

fu,6
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The mutual claįms of the Perties referred to in this Sectļon shall be automatically set off as at the last
date of each Month of each Auction Timeframe, irrespective of the date of the notice of set-off in
Section 8.2.

8'2' Set-Off Notice. Within 5 business days afier the end of each Month of each Auction
Timeframe, Auction office shall send to a Participant holding issued PĪRs-limited for such an Auction
Timeframe an overview of the mutual claims of the Partieš as of the last day of that Month and a
notice of set-off of the claims to the greatest possible extent, indicating the outstanding claim of either
Party.

8.3. lnvoicino of Outstanding Claim, A Party who has the outstanding claim against the otherPaģ after the set-off of mutual claims įn accordance with Sections 8.1-8'2 shall pūmptly issue an
invoice to the other Party for the outstanding balance.

8'4' Pavment Īerms. Īhe payment term of the invoice įssued by a Party in accordance with
Section 8.3 shall be at įėest 30 calendar days.

8'5' Defauļt lnterest. Should a Party fail to comply with its payment undertakings under these
Īerms, it shall pay the other Party default interest in the amount of o,o57o from the amount of the
delayed payment for each day of delay.

8.6. Disoutino an lnvoice. ln the event the Party under payment obligation, in good faith, disputes
the accuracy of the invoįce, įt shall within 2 business days after receįpt of the respective invoice
provide in writing motivated arguments for thė disputed amount, and shall pay undisputed amount.
once the dispute has been finally settled, the invoice shall be paid within 30 days. Īhe obligation to
pay default interest for the delayed payment in this case shall not apply, unless the claim of the party
under payment obligation is clearly ungrounded.

8.7 ' General Riohts of the Auction offįce to Set-off Cļaims. Auction office shall be entitled at any
tįme to set-off its payment obligations to the Participant againsipayment obligations of the Participant
to Auction Office, which have become due.

8'8' Īerminatįon of PTRs-limited. ln the event of a termination of a Participant's registration in
accordance with Section 4.5 and 4.3,3, i.e., due to insolvency proceedings initiated by a competent
authority with regard to the Participant, Auction Office may, in its sote discretion, cancet a1 (but not
less than all) PTRs-limited issued to that Participant, regarding which setilement of payment is not
executed until the termįnation of a Participant's registration in accordance with these Īerms. ln such
case the cancelled PĪRs-limited shall cease to exist without any compensation obligation from the
side of Auctįon office and neither Auction office nor the Participant shall have any payment
obligations to each other regarding the cancelled PĪRs]įmited'
9. Limitations of LiabiliŲ

9"l. General Principles' Īhe liability of Auction office on behalf of Elering and ASĪ arising from
the PĪRs-limited and these Īerms shall be limited in accordance with the provisions of this Section
8.8. ln any case the liability of Auction office on behalf of Elering and AST arising from pTRsJimited
and these Terms shall be limited to 1O 0OO EUR (ten thousand eūro) in respect of āacn Participant per
calendar year (not including the obligation to pay monetary balance in accordance with Section g,1).

9'2' wilful Breach and Gross Neolioence. Auction Office on behatf of Elering and AST shall be
liable only for a wilful or gross negligent breach of its obtigations arising from the piRs-timiteo or these
Terms.

9,3' Direct Damaoe. Auction office on behalf of Elering and ASĪ shalļ be liable only for dįrect
monetary damage caused to a Participant by the breach of its obligations arising from the PĪRs-
limited or these Terms, Īhe liability for non-monetary damage and loss of profit is exįlicitty excluded.
9.4. Expiration of Claims. A claim of a Participant against Auction Office arising from the pTRs-
limįted and these Īerms shall expire on the first anniversary of such claim becoming Jue and payable.
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10. Firmness of the Auctloned Capacities Attrlbutable to the issued PĪRs_limited
10.1. The aucįioned Capacity attributable to the issued PTR-limited are fįrm except in įhe event of
a Force Majeure. ln the event of Force Majeure Elering and/or AST are entifled to reduce the
auetioned Capacities atkibutable to the issued PTRs-timited without any compensation to the
Participants.

10'2, ln case of reductįon of the auctįoned Capacities attributable to the issued PĪRs_limited due
to Force Majeure, auctioned Gapacities attributable to the issued PĪRsļimited of each Participant and
the respective total Purchase Prįce of each Participant shall also be reduced. The reduction shall be
effected on pro rata basis - proportionally to the amount of the auctioned Capacitįes attributable to the
issued PĪRs-limited of each Participant' For the avoidance of doubt, the Participant shall not be
obliged to pay the Purchase Prįce for the auctioned Capacities attributable to the issued PĪRs_lįmited,
whtch are reduced (cut) by Elering and/or AST įn the event of a Force Majeure.

10.3. Īhe Auction office shall inform each Participant regarding the reduction of the auctioned
capacities attributable to PTRs-limited wļthout any delay.

11. FinalProvlelons

11.'t. Amendments to Īerms. The Īerms may be amended jointly by Elering and ASĪ from time to
time in the sole discretion of Elering and ASĪ' Auction office shaļl inform all the Participants who have
a valid registration įn accordance with Section 4,2 ol the amendments to these Īerms in accordance
wļth Section 11.3 at least one month before such amendments enter into force.

11.2. Unilateral actions bv a Particioant. A Participant may not unilaterally terminate or amend any
legal relationships arising out of these Terms except where expliciily provided othenrrrise in these
Terms.

11.3. Notices and Electronic Communications. Notįces and other communįcatįons under these Īerms
shall be made by way of registered mail or courier, with proof of receipt, unless set forth differenfly in
these Īerms' ln additįon to the above, the Parįies designate the following e-maįl addresses as the
addresses for official communįcations between them: explicit@elerino.ee for Auction office and the e_
maļl address referred to in the registration form of the Participant submitted to Auction ofiice by the
Participant in accordance with Section 4.2for the Participant. Any communications made from and to
these designated e-mail addresses shall be attributed direcfly to the parties and each party may
assume that communications originating from these addresses are from the other party. An e-mail
sent from a designated e-mail address of one Party to a designated e-mail address of the other party
shall be deemed delivered when delivered to the server of the e_mail servįce provider of the
addressee (whereas the burden of proof shall be reversed, i.e. the PaĄ denying receipt of an e-mail
shall prove that it did not reach the server of its e_mail service provideį. racn larty shall take the
necessary measures to ensure continuous access to, and adequate security of, its designated e-mail
address(-es), and accepts the rįsks associated With electronįc communications.

1'1.4. Assignment. A Participant may not assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of its rights or
obligations arising from the PĪRs-limited held by the latter or from these Terms without the prior
written consent of Auction office' Any PĪRsJimited that a Participant purports to assign shall
terminate with immediate effect and Auction Office shall have no obligation towards any of the parties
(including any compensation obligations towards the original purchaser of the pTRs-limited).

11.5. Governino Law. Īhese Īerms and any legal relationships arising herefrom (including any
questions regarding their validity and termination) shall be subject to and interpreted in accordance
with the laws of the Republic of Estonia.

11.6. Resolution of Disoutes. Any disputes arising between the Parties in connection with or arising
out of these Īerms shall be settled by amicable negotiations. Should the Parties faįl to settle a dispute
within 14 (fourteen) calendar days, the dispute shall be resotved in the Harju County Court (Kentmanni
building).

12



1 'l.7. AooĮlcabilįtv of the Rules. Īhese Rules shall be applieable for the Auctions for Year 2015.
11.8, Annexeg to the Ruleg' Īhe anncxeg of these Rules shall be integral part of theee Rules. Īhese
Rules shall have the following annexes:

1) Annex 1: Registration Form;

2) Annex 2: Bid Sheet Form;

3) Annex 3: Auctįon Calender.
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Annex 1

to the Terms and Conditions of pTR-limited Auctions

Registration Form No

to įhe PĪR-limlted Auctions

FOR

Name of Participant

Registration code

EIC code

Registered address

Authorised representative

Phone number

E-maįl

Fax number

Hereafter referred to ag ,,PaĖicipant,,,

ARĪlcLE į. Definltions

ARĪlcLE 3. Prerequisites

All the words or groups of words used in thė pres_ent Registration Form, have the meaning that hasbeen given to them in the Terms and Conditions of PTR-liiriteā Āuctions, as published on the Auctionofftce's websįte.

ARĪlcLE 2' object

By signing this Registration,Form, the Participant declares that it has acquired rights to trade electricityin the Estonian, Latvian and/or Lithuanian oicioing ar"r" įī įĖā rtl"iā Pool Spot Elspot trading platform.
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ARTIGLE 4. PaĖicipant,a contact detailc
(Please indicate a single operaüonal telephone number, fax number and e-mail)

4.l operational conįact

Contact

Address

Phone number

E-mail

Fax number

4.2 Contact details for invoicing

Contact

Address

Phone number

E-mail

Fax number

4.3 Bank detalts

*'.ffiilĮl'"" 
made by the Action office to the Participant will be made to the following payment

Bank

Account holder

Account N"

Swift code

IBAN code

ARĪlcLE 5. Auction offke,o contact dctailsr
5.1 Operational contact

Contact

Address

Phone number

I completed by the Auction office upon confirmation of entitlement
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5.2 Bank detaals

äļ:ffIĮl""s 
made by the Participant to the Action office will be made to the following payment

E-mail

Fax number

Bank

Account holder

Account N'
Swift code

IBAN code

explicit@elering.ee

+37271 51 200

Swedbank

Elering AS

221024551314

HABAEE2X

ĖĖ282200221024551314

ARĪlcLE 6. Changes to information
Īhe Participant undertakes tonotify the Auction otfice.of any changes in the information provided bythe Participant in the present Regištration Form (including thL įoįüments accompanied) immedaately(but in any case not later than witĒin three (3) business da-ys). 

_---

ARĪlcLE 7. Documents attached
Īhis Registration Form is accompanied with the following documents:

ARĪlcLE 8. Effective date

Īhe present Registration Form will be effective as from
The Registration Form (registration) will terminate in accordance wįth the Terms and Condįtions ofPĪRļimįted Auctions.

Please fill in the Registration Form and send by e-mail to exolicit@elerlno.ee

For the Participant:

Name and position of the legal representative:

Date:

Signature:

For the Auction Office:

Name and position of the legal representative:

Date:

Signature:
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Btd- t{o. MW* EUR/įlw
*:t

1

2
3
4
5
6
ī
a
9
10

BU Sheet

Bindlng Ead shG€t of:

Narne of the Parilcipant

Reglstration code

EIC-Cocle

Registered address

Authorised representative

Īelephone

Fax

E- rĪEr il

Bld Shect lor thė Auctlon;

AUctlon TlrĪEfrarng

Vcnsion No:

17įA\. .)/įe rļecņt,tļ ūtloWed
' 'ļl]āx Į iĀJo de( ļļtļ,f l atloaetl
Wlth the delļvery of thļs Eid Sheet forthe PĪR_llmlted Auctīon the Auction PaĖicipantconfirĪrE the acceptance of the Temls and condltions of PĪR_llnįted Auctlons as published
on the Auction offlce,s weķite.

date, sļgnatUre. narrE, sumaĪTE

Annex 2

to the Īerms and conditions of PĪR-limited Auctįons

Bid Sheet Form

to įhe Īerms and Conditions of PĪR_limlįed Auctions
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Annex 3

to the Īerms and Conditions of PĪR_limited Auctions
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Annex 2 to the Agleement on the PĪR_limited Auctions

Īhe äct ol seįtlement (sāmplel

NT Īrader

EE-Įv Īlader Payable (EURI

Auctioned
PĪ'R-llmited

(Mw)

PuĪchase Pllce
ofone PĪR_

llmlted
IEUR/MU/h). Pays (EURI Receives lĒUR) ER to AST IEURI ASĪ to ER (EUR}

Īįį rJėr 1 0.0 0.m 0 0.00 o.0c 0.0c
l rädcr2
Īrūdį,r3

0,(

0.(

0.c

0.00

0.00

0

0

0

0.00
0.o0

0.00

0.00

000
0.tr
0.0c

0.0c
Ą Īrāder4 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

lvr Īradea

EE_įv Īrader

Auctloned
PĪRJlmlted

{Mw)

Pulchasc Pįke
of one PĪR-

limited
IEUR/MWh){ PāYs (EURI Receives (EUR) ER to AsĪ |EUR) ASĪ to ER (EUR)

I ĪrJdėr 1 0,0 0.0c 0.0 0.00 0,0c 0.00
) ĪrįdĖ Ī, 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.00 0. 0.fi
3 Īr'rdp r3 o.c 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0,0cļ Īrade14 0.c 0.00 0.( 0.0r

0.00 0-N

Auctįon

summāry result6l

'Note: PuĪchasē Priģė shall b6 comparėd With the price difference between thg Estonian ānd Latvian bidding aįeas of Nord Pool spot at theElspot market in lhe drrection Estonįa*Lslvia for įhe rēgpėctive hour of the respeclive day duriņ the respõctĮve Month, ouarter or Yēar of
thē raspecįive AUction Īimeframe, which shall be įndicated in tĖe separate documenl

Elering AS As "AugstspĪįeguma tĪkls,,

Nr Īrader

EE_įv Īradel Payable (EUR)

Auctloned
PĪR_llmltēd

IMW'

Purchā3€ P]lGė

ol one PĪR-
limited

IEUR/MWhl* Pap (EUR) Rėceives lEUR) ER to AsĪ (EUR) ĄsĪ to ER (EUR)
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Annex 3 to the Agreement on the PTR-limited Auctions

Įist of Authorized Persons

1. Įist of Authorized Persons of Elering AS to sign the acts of settlement, Netting statements,
invoices, all notices or declarations:

1.1. Īo sign the acts of settlement, Netting statements and all notīces or declarations:

lngrid Arus Head of Electricity Markets Department,
Kadaka tee 42,729Į5, Īallinn, Estonia
tel: +372 7Į5t248,
e-mail: inqrid.arus@elerįne.ee

1.2- To send/receive by e-mail on behalf of a Party acts of settlement, Netting statements,
invoices, all notices or declarations:

AirįNoor Electricity Markets Analyst
Kadaka Įee 42, t29t5, Īallinn, Estonia
tel: +3727L5139L,
e-mail: airi.noor@elerins.ee

2. Įist of Authorlzed Persons of AS "Augstsprieguma tīk!s" to sign the acts of settlement, Netting
statements, invoices, all notices or declaratįons:

2.1' Īo sign the acts of settlement and all notices or declarations:

Alnis Bāliņš Head of Electricity Market Monitoring and Development
DepartmenĻ
Dārzciema Street 86, LV_1073, Riga, Latvia,
tel: +371 67728344,
e-mail: alnis.balins@ast.lv

or

Māra 6rava Head of Finance Department,
Dārzciema Street 86, LV-1073, Riga, Latvia,
tel.:+371 67ī28282,
e-mail: mara.srava @ast.lv

2.2.Īo sign NettinB statements:

Māra Grava Head of Finance Department,
Dārzciema street 86, LV-1073, Riga, Latvia,
tel.: +371 67728282,
e-mail: mara.grava@ast.lv

or

AĮa Rulle Chief Accountant
Dārzciema street 85, LV-1073, Riga, Latvia,
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tel.: +371 67728101
e-mail: alia.rulle@ast.lv

2.3. Īo send/receive by e-mai| on behalf of a Party acts of settlement, Netting statements,
invoices, all notices or declarations:

Aigars Sīlis Electricaty Market Monitoring Specialist
Dārzciema strėet 86, Lv-to73, Riga, Lawia,
tel: +3717728Į47,
e-mail:

and/or

Alnis Bāliņš Head of Electricity Market Monitoring and Development
Department,
Dārzciema Street 86, Lv-to73, Riga, Latvla,
tel: +37ļ 677283ų,
e-mail:


